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ABSTRACT
Conducting flood susceptibility assessments is critical for the
identification of flood hazard zones and the mitigation of the det-
rimental impacts of floods in the future through improved flood
management measures. The significance of this study is that we
create ensemble methods using the per-pixel approaches of
frequency ratio (FR), analytical hierarchical process (AHP), and
evidence belief function (EBF) used for weightings with the
object-based ‘geons’ approach used for aggregation to create a
flood susceptibility map for the East Rapti Basin in Nepal. We
selected eight flood conditioning factors considered to be
relevant in the study area. The flood inventory data for the East
Rapti basin was derived from past flood inventory datasets held
in the regional database system by the International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD). The flood inventory
was classified into training and validation datasets based on
the widely used split ratio of 70/30. The Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) was used to determine the accuracy of the
flood susceptibility maps. The AUC results indicated that the com-
bined per-pixel and object-based geon approaches yielded better
results than the per-pixel approaches alone. Our results showed
that the object-based geon approach creates meaningful regional
units that are beneficial for future planning.
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1. Introduction

Water is crucial for sustaining life, but it has become a significant focus in recent
years in terms of inadequacy, disaster, and famine. During the past couple of years,
the frequency of natural hazards has significantly increased. This can be attributed to
increases in precipitation, deforestation, population and infrastructural growth
(Pradhan 2009). Floods are the most frequent and expensive natural hazard in terms
of loss of human lives and economic resources. Flooding is a recurring, severe, preva-
lent and accumulative natural hazard occurring around the world (Levy et al. 2007).
Most of the time, flooding is caused by frequent and prolonged rainfall within a short
duration of time. Flooding appears to be occurring regularly, and there are several
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factors that could be influencing and contributing to the flooding. These include an
increase in ecological degradation caused by population growth, deforestation, and
urbanization along with physiographical factors like the topography, geomorphology
and climate (Khosravi et al. 2019). Flooding becomes a disaster when it affects infra-
structure, settlements, and people. The intensity and frequency of flooding determine
the potential damage and associated losses. Globally, flooding has increased by 40%
in the past couple of decades (Hirabayashi et al. 2013). Flooding causes severe dam-
age to various facets of life on earth, including human lives, economy, infrastructure,
transportation, and ecological ecosystems (Yu et al. 2013). Flooding can have severe
effects on the socio-economic condition of the region in which it occurs.
Investigation and analysis of flooding are essential for planning and taking socio-eco-
nomic and environmental measures (Markantonis et al. 2013). A susceptibility ana-
lysis of any natural hazard is essential to be able to forecast the future occurrence of
the natural hazard. Flood susceptibility mapping is a prerequisite for management
strategies aiming to mitigate the adverse effects of floods (Sachdeva et al. 2017). The
communities and infrastructure closest to the rivers are exposed to the direct impacts
of flooding and are, therefore, the most vulnerable (Jung et al. 2011).

Advances in technologies like remote sensing (RS), earth observation (EO) and
geographic information systems (GIS) have significantly contributed to mitigation
and planning measures for future hazards (Ghorbanzadeh et al. 2018a, 2019). In
recent years, RS and GIS have been extensively used to evaluate natural hazards (Van
Westen et al. 2003; Oh and Pradhan 2011; Meena and Tavakkoli Piralilou 2019). RS,
along with GIS, has been used in many studies to analyze flood susceptibility
(Rahmati et al. 2015a; Tehrany et al. 2015a; Arabameri et al. 2019; Tien Bui et al.
2019). Natural hazards like floods, landslides, wildfires and earthquakes have been
studied using several data-driven and knowledge-based models like Frequency Ratio
(FR) (Lee and Pradhan 2007; Rahmati et al. 2015a; Khosravi et al. 2016), Analytical
Hierarchical Process (AHP) (Rahmati et al. 2015b; Haghizadeh et al. 2017; Meena
et al. 2019a), Evidence Belief Function (EBF) (Althuwaynee et al. 2012; Nampak et al.
2014). Machine learning approaches, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM)
(Tehrany et al. 2015a, 2015b), Random Forest (RF) (Chapi et al. 2017; Haghizadeh
et al. 2017), Dempster-Shafer (Mohammady et al. 2012; Pourghasemi et al. 2013),
Decision Tree (Tehrany et al. 2013), Logistic Regression (LR) (Pradhan et al. 2008;
Felic�ısimo et al. 2013), and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Conforti et al. 2014;
Haghizadeh et al. 2017) are also being widely used for susceptibility modelling. The
FR is a data-driven approach based on past flooding events, the causative factors and
the spatial coverage of the flooding (Wu et al. 2016). Several studies have used FR to
generate flood susceptibility maps (Samanta et al. 2018; Arabameri et al. 2019).
Object-based image analysis (OBIA) has become a crucial part of GIScience dedicated
to the assessment and analysis of satellite imagery (Hay and Castilla 2008). OBIA is
used to carry out image analysis, which involves image segmentation and image clas-
sification. In a recent study, the machine learning techniques naïve Bayes and naïve
Bayes tree were compared with the multi-criteria decision technique, Technique of
Order Preference Similarity to the Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). This study showed that
machine learning (ML) has a higher prediction power compared to expert-based
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multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) (Khosravi et al. 2019). The evidence belief
function (EBF) and ensemble techniques have also been applied for flood susceptibil-
ity analysis and compared with technique for order preference by similarity to an
ideal solution (TOPSIS), classification and regression trees (CART), vlseKriterijumska
optimizacija I kompromisno resenje (VIKOR) and FR techniques, and it was deter-
mined that the EBF model yielded a higher accuracy (Mosavi et al. 2018; Arabameri
et al. 2019; Chowdhuri et al. 2020). Advanced ML methods, like feature selection
(simulate annealing) with resampling algorithms, have also been used for flood sus-
ceptibility mapping (Hosseini et al. 2020). ML and other statistical approaches have
been widely used in other natural hazard assessments like landslide, earthquake, wild-
fire, and gully erosion studies. The random subspace-based classification and regres-
sion tree (RSCART) along with CART and logistic regression to benchmark the
models (Li and Chen 2019) has also been used for landslide susceptibility mapping,
as has the EBF model along with logistic regression and logistic model tree (Zhao
and Chen 2020). RF, Credal decision trees, kernel logistic regression and best-fit deci-
sion trees have been used for gully erosion susceptibility analysis (Lei et al. 2020a). A
series of tree-based ensemble methods have been used for groundwater spring poten-
tial mapping to estimate the efficiency and predictive ability (Chen et al. 2020b). All
these ML and MCDA methods are powerful; however, they are also sensitive to some
issues and exhibit certain weaknesses or uncertainties. In the case of ML methods, as
the models are trained, they are prone to overlearning, and the selection of the num-
ber of epochs in the training process may influence the results. Furthermore, the
input data used for ML are typically specified to take a wide range of values, while
their output results are within limited ranges.

The object-based classification presents a feasible alternative for the pixel-based
approach (Benz et al. 2004). The image segmentation process is a crucial prerequisite
for classification (Blaschke et al. 2014) and further analysis in the geon method.
According to Lang et al. ‘Geons are spatial units that are homogenous in terms of
varying space and time phenomena under policy concern’ (Lang et al. 2014). The
geon approach integrates expert knowledge and semi-automatically delineates regions.
Any suitable model can be used for the assessment of natural hazards, and every
model has benefits and drawbacks over other models. The performance of each
model depends on the type of data used, the level of accuracy, and the structure.
There is also no indication that a specific model should be used for a particular scen-
ario or study area (Khosravi et al. 2018).

The East Rapti Basin is situated in the central Nepalese development region. Over
the years, several natural hazards, like floods and landslides, have occurred in the
study area and affected the lives of thousands of people. Flooding occurs quite fre-
quently during the annual monsoon season due to heavy precipitation through-
out Nepal.

Nepal is one of the world’s countries most affected by natural hazards such as
floods (Kargel 2016). Extreme rainfall events during the monsoon season cause regu-
lar flooding in Nepal almost every year. In the low-lying areas of Nepal (Trai region),
riverine flooding and inundation are key hazards. Due to climate change and the
prevalent topography in the east Rapti basin, flooding occurs almost every year.
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Apart from the topography and climate change, several other factors such as deforest-
ation, increased unplanned urban growth, blocked drainage systems, and poor plan-
ning contribute to flooding in the area.

The main goal of this study is to compare the results of traditional, simple to use per-
pixel methodologies like FR, AHP and EBF for flood susceptibility mapping with the
ensemble of per-pixel (weighting) and object-based (aggregation) approach of geons.
These assessments would enable us to ascertain which approach is the most suitable for
flood susceptibility mapping in the East Rapti Basin in Nepal. The main advantage of the

Figure 1. Figure shows the study area along with the elevation map of the region.
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geon approach is that it can be applied in regions that are devoid of administrative
boundaries. This research provides a detailed analysis of whether the object-based geons
approach yields better results than the traditional per-pixel approaches.

2. Study area

The East Rapti Basin is in the central development region of Nepal, which is located
in the southern part of central Nepal (See Figure 1). The total basin area is 2537 km2

and covers about 58% of the area of Chitwan district.
The source of the East Rapti River lies in the southern part of the lesser Himalayas

about 25 kilometres southwest of Kathmandu. The course of the river is 122 km long. It
flows towards the west where it joins the larger glacial river Narayani. The East Rapti
river flows for about 122 km, winding through alluvial deposits and gathering tributaries
from the northern part along its course. There is a sharp gradient in elevation between
the origin of the river at 1500m and the exit point of the river from the basin at 140m.
Due to this gradient, the river basin has a very diverse biophysical environment. The
river flows from the mountains to the valleys of the Churia and Shiwalik hills covering
the valley floor of the Chitwan and Makwanpur district. The valley of Chitwan is a tec-
tonic depression buried beneath the alluvial deposits. The mountain terrain of the basin
has slopes of between less than 10� and 30�. A large part of the middle Himalayan
mountains has a proper drainage system; the drainage system in Siwalik is hugely incon-
sistent because of varied topography and is prone to flooding close to the river Rapti.
The East Rapti river serves as a significant source of livelihoods for the people in settle-
ments distributed throughout the Makwanpur district situated upstream, and the
Chitwan valley situated downstream of the valley. The East Rapti River has already faced
substantial floods, which the many tributaries beginning in the mountains contributed to.
In the upstream region, soil erosions and landslides are prominent, whereas floods and
debris flow are more prevalent downstream.

3. Data and methods

3.1. Flood inventory

The flood inventory data were derived from a past flood inventory dataset held in the
regional database system by the International Centre for Integrated Mountain
Development (ICIMOD). There are 1719 flood locations in the flood inventory data-
set that we used for the flood susceptibility mapping of the East Rapti basin. There is
no standard process for the selection of training and testing data, and we chose the
most commonly used 70/30 ratio for creating training and validation subsets from
the flood data. The training data (70%) comprises 1207 flood location points, and the
validation data (30%) encompasses 512 flood location points in the East Rapti basin.

3.2. Flood conditioning factors

The conditioning factors are crucial for any susceptibility analysis. The flood condi-
tioning factors were chosen based on the study area, literature studies, data
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availability, and feedback from the expert for the East Rapti basin in Nepal. We used
eight conditioning factors for the study area, namely elevation, curvature, slope, dis-
tance from drainage, landcover, TWI, SPI and flow direction. A Shuttle Radar

Figure 2. The flood conditioning factors used for the East Rapti Basin in Nepal.
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Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM from national aeronautics and spatial administra-
tion (NASA) with a resolution of 30m was used to derive the input conditioning fac-
tors of elevation, slope, curvature, TWI, SPI, flow direction and distance from
drainage. The 30m resolution DEM is a global 1-arcsecond that is publicly available
through the United States Geological Survey’s Earth Explorer site (http://earth-
explorer.usgs.gov/). The landcover data was obtained from the Regional database sys-
tem from the International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD).
All the conditioning factors shown in Figure 2 were reclassified to 30m cell size reso-
lution for consistency and, ultimately, to carry out the flood susceptibility analysis.
There is no acknowledged standard for the classification of conditioning factors
(Kumar and Anbalagan 2016). The nature of the study area, the relevance of each fac-
tor for the study area, and the information available within the dataset were taken
into consideration when the conditioning factors were classified.

The elevation is an essential factor in flood susceptibility analysis (Rahmati et al.
2015b). Elevation can influence topographic factors and vegetation distribution
(Khosravi et al. 2016). The elevation layer was categorized into the following five
classes: 0–400m,400–800 m, 800–1200m, 1200–1600m and >1600m.

The slope is crucial in flood susceptibility analysis as it regulates the surface runoff
velocity and vertical filtration, which affects the flood susceptibility. The slope is
measured as the surface indicator for flood susceptibility (Youssef et al. 2011). The
slope was classified into the following five classes: 0�–5�, 05�–12�, 12�–20�, 20�–28�

and >28�.
The curvature can be used to extract valuable geomorphological information

(Tehrany et al. 2015a). In plan curvature, concave shows a negative curvature, flat is
represented by flat curvature, and convex shows a positive curvature. The curvature
was classified into the three classes of concave, flat and convex.

The topographical wetness index (TWI) is the accumulation of flow at any given
locality in the catchment with the attention of downstream flow tendencies due to
the gravity (Gokceoglu et al. 2005). Equation (1) was used to calculate the TWI
(Beven and Kirkby 1979; Moore et al. 1991) is

TWI ¼ lnða= tan bÞ (1)

(Beven and Kirkby 1979; Moore et al. 1991)
Where a is the cumulative upslope area draining through a point (per unit contour

length) and tan b is the slope angle in degrees at that given point. The TWI was
classified into the following five classes: <8, 8–10, 10–12, 12–14 and >14.

The stream power index (SPI) is the influence of water flow on erosion. Equation
(2) was used to calculate the SPI, as is given by (Moore et al. 1991)

SPI ¼ ða X tan bÞ (2)

(Moore et al. 1991)
Where a is the specific area of the catchment in m2/m of the catchment, and

tan b is the slope angle in degrees at that point. The SPI was classified into the fol-
lowing 5 classes: <–2, –2–0.22, 0.22–1.55, 1.55–4.15 and >4.15.
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The region encompasses highly diverse landcover zones (Mohammadi et al. 2019).
Landcover maps were sourced from the International Centre for Integrated Mountain
Development (ICIMOD) (SERVIR Himalaya project). For land cover mapping, Landsat
TM satellite images of 30m spatial resolution were used from 2009, 2010 and 2011. The
GEOBIA classification technique was adopted for Landsat TM satellite image classifica-
tion. At least 10 reference segments were selected for each class using field data and very
high resolution satellite imagery to develop the rules (Uddin et al. 2015)

Land use is one of the vital conditioning factors for flood susceptibility assess-
ments. The landcover is classified into the following seven classes: forest, snow/gla-
cier, grassland, agricultural area, barren land, built-up area, and waterbody.

Distance from drainage is the leading influencing factor in flood susceptibility and
has a substantial impact on the coverage and magnitude of the flooding (Glenn et al.
2012). The study area was categorized into the following five classes: 0–400m,
400–800m, 800–1200m, 1200–1600m, and >1600m.

Flow direction was classified into the following eight classes: east, south-east,
south, southwest, west, north-west, north and northeast.

3.3. Methodology

The flood susceptibility analysis was carried out using the simple traditional per-pixel
approaches of data-based frequency ratio (FR), expert-based analytical hierarchical pro-
cess (AHP), and evidence belief function (EBF). The results of these analyses were then
compared to the per-pixel and object-based ensemble approach of geons with FR, AHP
and EBF. There are various approaches for flood susceptibility mapping, and the main
reason for choosing the per-pixel based approaches and the per-pixel and object-based
ensemble approach was to understand the impact of aggregation using the object-based
approach. We used geons, an object-based aggregation approach, where the weights are
derived from the per-pixel approaches for aggregation to produce flood susceptibility
maps that are devoid of administrative boundaries (See Figure 3).

3.3.1. Frequency ratio (FR)
The FR model is generally applied in the field of natural hazard susceptibility ana-
lysis. FR is a simple assessment method used to determine the probability of the
occurrence and non-occurrence of floods for every factor chosen for specific study
area (Lee and Pradhan 2007; Wang and Li 2017). FR is a variant of the probabilistic
model based on the detected relationships between the flood distribution and the
related factors of flooding (Lea Tien Tay et al. 2014), and thus shows the correlation
between flooding locations and the influencing factors inducing the floods that have
occurred in the given area.

The flood conditioning factors can be weighted by considering the ratio of
observed floods to the area of the selected study area. The correlation between factor
classes can be found through the FR, which is a useful geospatial assessment tool
(Mahalingam et al. 2016; Meena and Gudiyangada Nachappa 2019; Meena et al.
2019b). The FR weights are computed through the ratio of flood inventory locations
for all classes within each factor. The flood inventory points are blanketed with the
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conditioning factors to acquire the ratio of the area of each factor class to the total
area. The FR weights are then obtained by dividing the flood occurrence ratio by the
area in that class (Demir et al. 2013). The FR methodology uses the weighted sum
approach to produce the final susceptibility map. The flood susceptibility index (FSI)
is computed through the summation of the individual conditioning factor ratio values
resulting from the FR calculation given in Equation (3) below (Lee and Pradhan
2007).

FSI ¼
X

FR (3)

FSI ¼ elevation�wið Þ þ slope � wið Þ þ curvature � wið Þ þ twi � wið Þ þ spi � wið Þ
þ landcover � wið Þ þ distance to streams � wið Þ þ ðflow direction � wiÞ (4)

Where FSI is the flood susceptibility index, FR is the frequency ratio of every fac-
tor type or class, and wi is the weight of each conditioning factor. The higher the FSI
value, the higher the susceptibility to flooding, and vice versa.

3.3.2. Analytical hierarchical process (AHP)
Spatial judgement troubles have been resolved using multi-criteria decision analysis
(MCDA). MCDA offers a variety of methods and practices for systematizing decision
difficulties like spatial uncertainty issues and planning decisions through evaluation
criteria (Malczewski 2006). The analytical hierarchical process (AHP) is a multi-crite-
ria assessment tool used for decision-making. The AHP deals with unstructured,
complex and multiple-attribute issues and was first developed by Saaty (Saaty 1980).
The AHP approach determines the weightings of multiple criteria through the in-
depth knowledge and judgement of experts in the field (Saaty and Vargas 1984). A
categorized order of factors or attributes and arithmetical values are established based
on the significance of each criterion (Cabrera-Barona and Ghorbanzadeh 2018;
Ghorbanzadeh et al. 2018b). The attributes are integrated, and each of these factors is
given the weight according to its significance (Sahnoun et al. 2012). The AHP
approach is used to generate the correlative pairwise comparison matrix that is cre-
ated from the expert’s opinion based on their in-depth knowledge about the promin-
ence of each factor and comparing each of these factors with all the other factors.
The expert allocates a value to each attribute. In the AHP process, the transitivity

Figure 3. The overall workflow and methodology for the East Rapti basin.
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principle is quite significant for any of the factors, like a1, a2, a3, for example. This
can be defined as if a1> a2 and a2> a3, then a1> a3. The principle of transitivity is
maintained in the AHP process, where the weights/values are assigned to each attri-
bute or conditioning factor. Owing to the principle of transitivity, a consistent pair-
wise comparison matrix would mean that if 2a1> a2 (i.e. a1 is twice more desirable
than a2) and 4a2> a3, then 8a1> a3 (Taha et al. 2019). Inconsistency is well-defined
and based on the assumption that kmax > n for comparison matrices and kmax >

n, if C is a consistent comparison and the consistency ratio (CR) is defined by
Equation (5):

CR ¼ ðkmax � nÞ=ðRIðn� 1Þ (5)

Where RI is the random index of a randomly generated pairwise comparison
matrix for n¼ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. When the CR is <0.10, it signifies a suitable
level of consistency, while a CR > 0.10 signifies a certain level of inconsistency (Saaty
and Vargas 1984). Surveys were conducted to gather expert knowledge for the East
Rapti basin to calculate the criteria weights using the AHP method. Each attribute is
allocated a value based on the scale (Saaty and Vargas 1991) that ranges from zero to
nine, and it is added to the matrix, as shown in Table 1.

3.3.3. Evidence belief function (EBF)
The Dempster–Shafer theory (DST) is a statistical method for identifying spatial inte-
gration based on a combination rule (Dempster 1967; Shafer 1976). DST is a spatial
integration model that has a mathematical representation and is generally applied as
a knowledge-based approach. The DST framework is used to estimate evidence belief
functions (EBF) that are integrated based on the Dempster rule of combination
(Dempster 1967). The EBF hypothesis determines the flood susceptibility of an area
based on the given spatial evidence. The evidence belief functions are a composite of
bel (degree of belief) (Equations (3) and (4)), Dis (degree of disbelief) (Equations (7)
and (8)), Unc (degree of uncertainty) and Pls (degree of plausibility) in the range of 0
and 1. The following equations were used to run the EBF model.

kðTpÞ ¼ N=D ¼ ½NðLIEijÞ=NðLÞ�=½N Eijð Þ � NðLIEijÞ=ðN Að Þ � NðLÞ� (6)

Table 1. Pairwise comparison point-based rating scale of AHP.
Importance level Ranking

Equally important 1
Equally important to slightly more important 2
Slightly more important 3
Slightly more important to much more important 4
Much more important 5
Much more important to very much more important 6
Very much more important 7
Very much more important to extremely important 8
Extremely important 9
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Bel ¼ kðTpÞEij=
X

kðTpÞEij (7)

(Tien Bui et al. 2019).
Where N(LIEij) is the number of flood pixels in each class, N(L) is the total num-

ber of floods, N(Eij) is the number of pixels of each class, N(A) is the total number
of pixels, and N and D are the proportions of flood occurrence areas and non-flood
areas, respectively (Tien Bui et al. 2019).

Similarly, Dis values were also obtained through Equations (9) and (10), as shown
below:

kðTpÞEij ¼ K=H

¼ ½ðN Lð Þ � NðL EijÞÞ=NðLÞ�=½N Að Þ � N Lð Þ � NðEijÞ=ðN Að Þ � NðLÞ� (8)

Dis ¼ kðTpÞEij=
X

kðTpÞEij (9)

(Tien Bui et al. 2019).
Where K is the proportion of flooding that does not occur, and H is the propor-

tion of non-flooding areas in other attributes outside the class (Tien Bui et al. 2019).

Pls� Bel ¼ Unc (10)

Dis ¼ ð1� PlsÞ (11)

Bel þ Unc þ Dis ¼ 1 (12)

(Tien Bui et al. 2019).
The lower and upper probabilities that evidence supports a hypothesis are repre-

sented by Bel and Pls. Hence, Pls is greater than or equivalent to Bel. Unc is equiva-
lent to Pls � Bel and shows doubt (or ignorance) of one’s belief in the hypothesis
based on the given evidence (Equation (10)). If Unc¼ 0, then Bel¼Pls. Dis is the
belief that the hypothesis is untrue based on the evidence (Equation (11)); it is equal
to 1 – Pls (Equation (8)). In the case that Unc¼ 0, then BelþDis¼ 1, as in the prob-
ability approach. Based on Dempster’s rule of combination, Bel, Dis, and Unc are the
EBFs used to integrate evidence. EBF has a unique benefit over other statistical
approaches in that it evaluates the impact of each class of every flood conditioning
factor and assesses the correlation amongst each factor and flooding.

3.3.4. Geons
Geons are well-defined by Lang et al. (2014) as ‘geon (derived from Greek g�e (Cg~) ¼
land, earth and the suffix -on¼ something being) is a type of region, semi-automatic-
ally delineated with expert knowledge incorporated, scaled and of uniform response
to a phenomenon under space-related policy concern’. Geons are generally defined as
spatial units that are homogenous in terms of varying space-time phenomena under
policy concern (Gudiyangada Nachappa et al. 2020a)
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A geon is a spatial object which is scale specific and has stability features like min-
imalized intrinsic variance and gradients towards the outside through the vector
encoding (Hagenlocher et al. 2014; Lang et al. 2014). The geon method is a two-part
process to achieve domain-specific (i.e. based on experts) and semi-automatic region-
alization. In general, the geons approach, which generates composite objects (Tiede
et al. 2010), is applied to the data in an analytic and taxonomical procedure followed
by a sophisticated mapping scheme (Lang et al. 2014). Region-based image segmenta-
tion, which is a specific type of multicomponent regionalization, is applied, and
results are generated based on spatial continuity and specific homogeneity criteria.

Multi-resolution segmentation (MRS) is a commonly used algorithm in object-
based image analysis (OBIA) (Blaschke 2010). MRS creates homogenous image
segments in a nested hierarchy of scaled representations. Spectral information is accu-
mulated in a scale-adaptive manner, minimizing the loss of detailed information
(Dr�aguţ et al. 2014). The goal of creating geons is to map policy-relevant spatial phe-
nomena that have been validated by experts in an adaptive manner, and that are
comparable to the corresponding scale of intervention. This helps us to envisage and
understand the spatial distribution of various phenomena and thus enables us to bet-
ter mitigate the adverse effects of flooding through planning and assessing interven-
tion measures (Kienberger et al. 2009). All the conditioning factors were converted to
8 bit, have normalized values from 0 to 255, and are in GeoTIFF format. The segmen-
tation processes and parameterizations were carried out in eCognition software. The
normalization was done based on Equation (3):

Vi ¼ V�Vmin
Vmax� Vmin

� 255 (13)

(Kienberger et al. 2009)
Where Vi is the normalized value, V the causal factor value to be normalized,

Vmin is the minimum value of the entire data range and Vmax the maximum value
of the data range for the layer.

The multi-resolution segmentation (MRS) is a commonly used algorithm in OBIA
for segmentation of an image into image objects (Baatz and Sch€ape 2000). MRS
begins at the pixel level and consecutively aggregates into objects of diverse shapes,
sizes, and characteristics until it reaches a threshold of homogeneity, which is set by
the user. The main concern in MRS is the selection of parameters, especially the scale
parameter (SP). The Assessment of Scale Parameter tool (ESP) enables us to identify
the ideal scales created on a local variance graph, by means of a single layer (Dr�aguţ
et al. 2010). This approach was later extended into an automated tool (ESP2) for mul-
tiple layers (Dr�aguţ et al. 2014). The ESP2, which is executed in the eCognition
Developer software, is an entirely automated method for selecting the scale parame-
ters and delivers at three different scales using MRS. We used the ESP2 tool to obtain
the optimal scale values, and the finest scale was used to generate the geons.

3.3.5. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
We used the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) approach to corroborate the six
flood susceptibility maps obtained through the FR, AHP, EBF, FR geons, AHP geons,
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and EBF geons using the validation data. The ROC method displays the assessment
results in terms of the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR) in
the resulting flood susceptibility maps (Linden 2006; Ghorbanzadeh et al. 2018c;
Chen and Li 2020; Lei et al. 2020b). Pixels that are correctly referred to as having a
high susceptibility in the flood validation data are the TPRs, whereas the incorrectly
labelled pixels are the FPRs. ROC curves are produced by plotting the TPRs against
the FPRs. The area under the curve (AUC) is defined as the degree of accuracy of the
resulting flood susceptibility maps (Wang et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020a). The AUC
indicates the possibility that more pixels were correctly labelled than incorrectly
labelled. Greater AUC values signify a greater accuracy and lower AUC values signify
lower accuracy of the susceptibility map. AUC values that are near to unity or 1 indi-
cate a significant susceptibility map. An AUC value of 0.5 shows an insignificant map
because it means the map was produced by chance (Baird et al. 2013).

4. Results

The flood susceptibility maps were derived using the per-pixel approaches of FR,
AHP and EBF. Then, the weights from the per-pixel approaches were used for
object-based aggregation using geons for FR, AHP and EBF. There is no standard
technique for classifying the values in the susceptibility maps derived from various
approaches. The resulting susceptibility maps were categorized into the five classes of
very low, low, moderate, high and very high susceptibility using the quantile classifi-
cation technique, which distributes the values into groups containing an equal num-
ber of values, rather than using the natural breaks classification in which values are
aggregated or limited within some classes.

4.1. FR

The flood susceptibility maps were generated to identify the areas that are prone to
flooding. The weights for FR and EBF was derived from the data, and the weights for
AHP were obtained through expert judgement. The final weights for FR, AHP and
EBF for the East Rapti are given in Table 2.

Figure 4 shows the flood susceptibility map created using the FR weighting
approach and classified based on the quantile classification schema and categorized
into the five classes of very low, low, moderate, high and very high flood susceptibil-
ity (Chen and Chen 2021). The flood susceptibility map derived from the FR method
shows a very high susceptibility in the flow direction of the East Rapti river and in
the central region of the basin, and very low susceptibility in the northeastern part of
the basin and in the southern tip of the region, as seen in Figure 4.

4.2. AHP

The expert-based AHP pairwise comparison matrix is shown in Table 3 for each con-
ditioning factor. This was used to derive the weights shown in Table 2, which were
used to create the final susceptibility map based on the AHP method.
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Figure 5 shows the flood susceptibility map derived through the AHP approach
and categorized into five classes using the quantile classification schema. The flood
susceptibility map derived through AHP displays more very high susceptibility zones
in the western region and towards the central region whereas the low susceptibility
areas are in the northeastern and southern parts of the region.

Table 2. The EBF coefficient for spatial factors and classes along with the predictor ratings (PR)
based on degrees of spatial associations along with the FR, AHP weights for factor classes
(Althuwaynee et al. 2012).
Factors and classes Bel Min Max [Max-Min] PR FR weights AHP weights CR

Elevation 0.00 0.76 0.75 5.16 0.033
143–400 0.76 6.20 0.46
400–800 0.15 1.25 0.27
800–1200 0.06 0.47 0.16
1200–1600 0.03 0.26 0.07
>1600 0.00 0.03 0.04
Curvature 0.19 0.57 0.38 2.60 0.037
Concave (–32 to –0.3) 0.24 0.95 0.18
Flat (0.3) 0.57 2.22 0.49
Convex (0.0017 to 26) 0.19 0.74 0.33
Slope 0.00 0.92 0.92 6.32 0.014
0–5 0.92 2.03 0.42
05–12 0.06 0.13 0.27
12–20 0.02 0.05 0.17
20–28 0.00 0.00 0.09
>28 0.00 0.00 0.05
Distance from drainage 0.03 0.29 0.26 1.78 0.042
0–400 0.21 2.37 0.44
400–800 0.29 3.16 0.3
800–1200 0.25 2.76 0.15
1200–1600 0.22 2.47 0.07
>1600 0.03 0.29 0.04
Landcover 0.00 0.58 0.58 4.01 0.045
Forest 0.030 0.48 0.36
Snow/glacier 0.000 0.00 0.23
Grassland 0.000 0.00 0.16
Agricultural area 0.106 1.73 0.11
Barren area 0.271 4.41 0.06
Builtup area 0.010 0.16 0.04
Waterbody 0.584 9.50 0.04
TWI 0.06 0.46 0.40 2.77 0.017
<8 0.06 0.96 0.45
8–10 0.11 1.81 0.31
10–12 0.46 7.50 0.12
12–14 0.08 1.31 0.07
>14 0.29 4.65 0.05
SPI 0.06 0.49 0.43 2.95 0.017
<–2 0.49 2.30 0.41
–2–0.22 0.20 0.94 0.27
–0.22–1.55 0.06 0.27 0.16
1.55–4.15 0.06 0.31 0.1
>4.15 0.19 0.91 0.06
Flow direction 0.06 0.21 0.15 1.00 0.083
East 0.13 0.97 0.02
South East 0.07 0.55 0.16
South 0.15 1.11 0.09
South West 0.11 0.84 0.14
West 0.21 1.54 0.08
North West 0.11 0.77 0.16
North 0.15 1.11 0.14
North East 0.06 0.47 0.21
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4.3. EBF

The flood susceptibility map based on the belief function of EBF is shown in Figure
6. The results are categorized into the five classes of very low, low, moderate, high,
and very high flood susceptibility. The EBF-derived flood susceptibility map shows a
similar pattern to the AHP-derived susceptibility map where the high-level suscepti-
bility areas are located in the western region and towards the central region. In con-
trast, the low susceptibility areas are mainly in the northeastern region.

4.4. Ensemble using geons (per-pixel and object-based)

Weights from the per-pixel approaches of FR, AHP and EBF were used for the aggre-
gation based on the object-based geon. The weights were used for segmentation to
generate the flood susceptibility maps based on the object-based geon approach. The
resulting flood susceptibility maps using the geon aggregation approach for East
Rapti are shown in Figure 7 for the FR geons, in Figure 8 for the AHP geons, and in
Figure 9 for the EBF geons. The resulting values in the maps were categorized based
on the same quantile classification method as described above for the per-pixel
approach. The ensemble approach of FR geons shows a more prominent very high
susceptibility class in the proximity of the river compared to FR approach.

Although the AHP geons approach shows similar trends to the AHP approach, the
high susceptibility class is more prominent compared to that in the AHP susceptibil-
ity map.

The EBF geons-based susceptibility map shows similar trends to that of the AHP
geons, but the EBF geons map displays uniform susceptibility for all classes, which is
quite different compared to all the other approaches.

Figure 4. The flood susceptibility map derived from the FR approach for the East Rapti basin.
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Figures 7–9 show the regionalization from the object-based geon aggregation
approach for FR, AHP and EBF, whereby all are devoid of administrative boundaries,
and susceptibility classes are created based on the level of susceptibility.

It is crucial to understand how the ensemble of per-pixel and object-based
approaches of FR geons, AHP geons and EBF geons flood susceptibility maps were
derived and how each conditioning factor influences the susceptibility regions. The
weightings from each approach influence the resulting map; however, it is uncertain
how each location is affected by each conditioning factor. To demonstrate the impact
of the conditioning factors, we chose one random location from each of the
ensembled susceptibility maps derived using the geon approach and assessed the
influence of each conditioning factor on the resulting susceptibility maps of FR geons,
AHP geons and EBF geons. The randomly chosen susceptibility regions are shown in
Figure 10.

Table 3. Pairwise comparison matrix and relative score of each parameter for the analytical hier-
archy process (AHP) model.

Elevation
Flow

direction
Distance to
drainage Slope SPI TWI Landcover Curvature

Elevation 1 1/2 1/3 1/3 9 7 3 2
Flow direction 2 1 2 4 5 4 3 3
Distance to drainage 3 1/2 1 1/3 1/5 1/4 3 5
Slope 3 1/4 3 1 3 2 3 3
SPI 1/9 1/5 5 1/3 1 1/3 1/3 1/2
TWI 1/7 1/4 4 1/2 3 1 1 1/4
Landcover 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 3 1 1 1/4
Curvature 1/2 1/3 1/5 1/3 2 4 4 1

Figure 5. The flood susceptibility map derived from the AHP approach for the East Rapti basin.
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Figure 11 shows all the conditioning factors used to assess the impact of the
selected conditioning factor. Each selected region from the geons ensemble approach
of FR geons, AHP geons and EBF geons show the impact of each conditioning factor

Figure 6. The flood susceptibility map derived from the EBF approach for the East Rapti basin.

Figure 7. The flood susceptibility map derived from the FR geons approach for the East
Rapti basin.
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compared with the different weights derived by the geons approach of FR, AHP and
EBF to obtain the susceptibility class in each region.

Figure 8. The flood susceptibility map derived from the AHP geons approach for the East Rapti basin.

Figure 9. The flood susceptibility map derived from the EBF geons approach for the East Rapti basin.
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Figure 10. The random locations were chosen from the resulting maps of FR geons, AHP geons
and EBF geons for impact assessment of conditioning factors.
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For the FR geons in the selected location, the elevation and slope have the highest
impact in what is categorized as a very high susceptibility region, and the landcover
and TWI have the least impact in the selected region. For the AHP geons, in what is
categorized as a very low susceptibility region, the main impact is from TWI and
landcover, whereas the distance to drainage has the least impact at the selected loca-
tion. For the EBF geons, the selected susceptible region is categorized as moderate.
The TWI has the most significant impact on flood susceptibility in this region,
whereas the slope and flow direction have the least impact.

The impact of each conditioning factor varies for each susceptibility region and
depends on the susceptibility categorization. This is quite important to know in order
to understand the impact of each conditioning factor in determining the outcome of
the flood susceptibility regions.

5. Validation

Validation is a vital phase in the process of producing natural hazard susceptibility
maps for the benefit of planners (Ghorbanzadeh et al. 2018a). Different validation
approaches determine the quality of the generated susceptibility maps. We compared
the resulting maps from the per-pixel approach of FR, AHP, EBF with the per-pixel
and object-based Geons ensemble approach with the flood inventory data. To esti-
mate the efficiency of each model for flood susceptibility mapping, the conformity
between the inventory data and the resulting maps indicated whether the applied
models could correctly predict the areas that are susceptible to flooding (Pourghasemi
and Rahmati 2018). There is no commonly adopted standard for allocating inventory
data into training and validation data (Tsangaratos and Ilia 2016). However, in the
literature concerning natural hazard assessment, the widely used split ratio for classi-
fying the inventory data is 70/30, and we thus also used the same ratio for splitting

Figure 11. The impact of each input conditioning factor for the ensemble approach of FR geons,
AHP geons and EBF geons for the East Rapti basin.
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the available dataset into training and validations datasets (Li and Chen 2019). From
the total flood locations, 30% of the flood locations were used to validate the results.
In this study, we used the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) approach to val-
idate our results.

The accuracy values acquired from the ROC approach for the per-pixel approaches
of FR, AHP and EBF are shown in Figure 12. The FR shows the most accurate results
with an AUC value of 0.93, followed by the EBF with an AUC value of 0.92 and the
AHP with an AUC value of 0.91. These results are excellent as they are close to unity
or one, as displayed in Table 4 (Nachappa et al. 2020).

The data-driven FR, which is a simple yet widely used per-pixel approach, shows
the highest AUC values compared to the expert-based AHP and belief function EBF.
The results of the AHP might vary as this method is based on the expert weightings
and thus on the knowledge of the experts, whereas the FR and EBF are derived from
the data.

Figure 13 shows the AUC values for the ensemble geons approach of FR geons,
AHP geons and EBF geons. This shows that the ensemble of FR geons has the highest
accuracy of 0.96, and that the AHP and EBF have the same accuracy result of 0.94.
The ROC results show that the FR has the highest accuracy of the per-pixel
approaches as well as for the ensemble of FR geons, which is the most appropriate
method for flood susceptibility mapping in the East Rapti basin in Nepal. This could
vary between different geographical locations and may also be influenced by the
selection of flood conditioning factors.

6. Discussion

The results reveal the possibilities of the use of the ensemble per-pixel and object-
based aggregation concept of geons for flood susceptibility mapping. The main reason

Figure 12. The ROC represents the quality method success rate curves for the per-pixel based FR,
AHP and EBF approach for susceptibility mapping in the East Rapti Basin.
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behind using object-based geons was to have susceptibility areas or entities that are
free of any administrative boundaries. This reduces the prejudices from the false
boundaries in the study area. Geons also aid the identification of place-specific imple-
mentation measures for planners and policymakers. This enables the transformation
of continuous spatial information into discrete objects to oversee deviations according
to various hazards in a specific area.

The ROC validation results show that the ensemble Geons approach yielded more
accurate results compared to the per-pixel approaches. The FR approach was more
accurate than the AHP and EBF models, even when using the ensemble geons
approach. The data-driven FR approach is simple and easy to apply for deriving the
weights. The FR approach enables us to determine relationships between a dependent
variable and numerous independent variables in a discrete form.

Comparative studies are needed to evaluate the performance of models in the
same conditions and make a fair judgement about their efficiencies (Goetz et al.
2015). Flood susceptibility mapping is critical for assessing flood-prone areas. The
results can help to better manage and plan risk mitigation measures. In this study, we
produced flood susceptibility maps for the East Rapti basin in Nepal based on a past
flood inventory dataset held in the Regional database system by the International
Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD). The results of the valid-
ation show that the geons approach can be applied for flood susceptibility mapping
with the highest accuracy of 0.96, whereas the AHP yielded a lower accuracy of 0.90
in the per-pixel approach The validation results also demonstrated that object-based
ensemble models are well suited for flood susceptibility mapping and can even lead
to higher accuracies compared to pixel-based approaches. Geons represent meaningful
units, and thus, are likely to be more suitable than per-pixel results for planning and
mitigation measures. The principal idea of the geon approach is that the final suscep-
tibility entities are independent of administrative units. It can, therefore, reduce the
biases from false boundaries in the landscape.

There have been studies that focus on various methodologies and models for
diverse regions, and the methods and structures vary considerably, which results in
diverse outputs and has an impact on the performance of the selected model.
Machine learning (ML) has been used for flood susceptibility mapping for various
regions in recent times, which shows that the accuracy and performance are better
than when using the traditional models (Rahmati et al. 2015a; Tehrany et al. 2015a).
Multi-criteria decision analysis has also been used for flood susceptibility mapping,
and this approach has also been shown to be suitable (Stefanidis and Stathis 2013), as
has the ensemble approach of multi-criteria and machine learning for flood suscepti-
bility (Gudiyangada Nachappa et al. 2020b). Future work would be to use the object-

Table 4. AUC interval values with description
(Nachappa et al. 2020).
AUC values Description

1� 0.90 Excellent
0.90� 0.80 Good
0.80� 0.70 Fair
0.70� 0.60 Poor
0.60� 0.50 Fail
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based geons approach with machine learning models to check whether the accuracy
is higher compared to the per-pixel approaches while having regions that are devoid
of administrative boundaries. We would also like to apply this approach in a different
geographical setting with different conditioning factors considered to be suitable for
that particular region to compare and evaluate the model performance. It is crucial to
control the conditioning factors for the hazard when preparing a natural hazard sus-
ceptibility map (Rahmati et al. 2015a). The performance of the selected model varies
based on the selected conditioning factors, and, as we have more high resolution and
greater conditioning factors, this might increase the performance and accuracy of the
model. However, this all depends on the study area, along with the availability of the
conditioning factors (Donati and Turrini 2002). Ensemble using Geons approach can
be applied in a different physiographical region, like an alpine environment, to test
the impact of the conditioning factors, which might vary and thus affect the approach
used and its accuracy.

The regionalization from the object-based geons approach may be especially excit-
ing and beneficial in defining the flood measures based on the highly susceptible
regions rather than measures based on administrative boundaries. The geons
approach can also be applied as part of the regional management principles to help
mitigate the effects of flooding, reduce the socio-economic impact, and lessen the
burden of the financial losses.

7. Conclusion

This research introduces the use of geons as an object-based aggregation approach
for flood susceptibility mapping. The geons approach may also be applied to analyze
the susceptibility of an area to other hazards. Future work will focus on using more

Figure 13. The ROC results show the quality method success rate curves for the ensemble of per-
pixel and object-based FR geons, AHP geons, and EBF geons approach for susceptibility mapping
in the East Rapti Basin.
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detailed historical flood event data and combine the object-based geon approach with
sophisticated approaches like machine learning and deep learning to produce flood
susceptibility maps. We would also like to assess various spatial resolutions of the
source of the input data, i.e. the DEM, which might impact the results as well as the
applied methodologies in various ways. The resultant susceptibility maps can be bene-
ficial for local administration and civil protection entities to evaluate potentially
affected areas in the cases of future floods. This study illustrates that geons can be
applied to obtain meaningful susceptibility regions. This study may support spatial
planners in decision-making and presents a strategic susceptibility mapping method
that determines homogeneous landscape units and does not adhere to administrative
boundaries. The results can be beneficial for planners and disaster management teams
to identify the regions prone to floods and to mitigate the financial and economic
damage caused by flooding in future.
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